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THE COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO DIRECT ROUTING 
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
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Welcome to 
the Digital Age 
The Era of Sky-High Brand Expectations

You’ve got customers who expect seamless, remarkable 
experiences every time they interact with your brand. 
And you’ve got employees who want to be empowered 
to do their best work; both by their coworkers and the 
tools they use.

And the biggest hindrance to meeting those expectations?

Disjointed communication technology.
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Without the proper tools, frontline employees are left 
toggling between a number of different applications 
to get the information they need to quickly resolve 
customer issues. They're left feeling disgruntled, 
unproductive and unable to reach their potential.

Frustrated employees create a snowball effect 
that falls directly on the customer. They end up 
dealing with longer wait times, getting passed 
from one representative to another and 
missing the personalized experience they've 
come to expect. Their business goes out the 
door with their expectations. Worse yet, they 
tend to leave a negative review in their wake.

Between employees failing to be productive 
and customers taking their business to your 
competitors, your bottom line suffers as a 
direct result of disjointed platforms. How much 
is your technology actually costing you?

Frustrated Employees 

Unhappy Customers

Lost Revenue 

Consequences 
of Disjointed 
Communication 
Technology
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How do we 
solve this?

Microsoft 
Teams.
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The Journey 
to Teams 
Microsoft Teams has emerged as the leading 
platform for enterprise-grade communication and 
collaboration. Teams brings together everything 
you need to make faster, more informed decisions 
— chats, meetings, calling and collaboration
 spaces — into a single, secure hub.

There are over 500,000 organizations on Teams 
today, including 91 of the Fortune 100 companies. 
And it's no surprise, really, when you consider what it 
brings to the table:

Effective Communication

Better Collaboration

Easy Customization

• Chat, meet, call and conference with your team
• Connect with anyone through cloud-based telephony. 
• Use on mobile, desktop, browser or a range of other devices

• Access files, chats and apps in one workspace
• Share and co-author Microsoft documents 
      within the app
• Search across people, files and chats to find 
      what you need

• Pin important files, apps or dashboards to 
      your channels
• Integrate workflows to simplify processes and 
      accelerate decision-making
• Add third-party applications and services to 
      enhance your experience
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The need for effective communication 
technology only continues to rise as 
organizations become more reliant on 
virtual solutions. 

Even prior to the era of COVID, modern work was becoming more
team-based, collaborative and digital. Businesses emphasized the 
need for calling, chatting and conferencing from anywhere. 

The continued spread of the coronavirus has only accelerated the 
adoption of remote work (and the subsequent need for a more robust 
digital solution that can handle both instant communication and 
extensive collaboration). Hence the increasing popularity of Teams.

Today, top business objectives for implementing Teams revolve around 
increasing productivity and improving the ability to collaborate across 
the organization. Geographically-dispersed teams with little face-to-face 
interaction rely on Teams for virtually every aspect of communication 
and collaboration.
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While the platform allows users to make voice calls to other users 
within their organization, it does not support external calling. That 
function requires access to the PSTN.

For organizations that want to move all communications (including 
PSTN calling) onto Teams, there are two options:

Microsoft Calling Plans

Microsoft Teams is instrumental for remote 
work, but it doesn’t come fully functional out 
of the box. 

Direct Routing

Let's get into the differences on the next few pages.
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Compare 
your options. 
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You can also choose a communication service 
provider like us who lives and breathes voice 
technology. Enabling Direct Routing in the 
Microsoft Phone System provides a more robust 
calling experience.

We connect your current business numbers to 
Teams so that you can access full-feature calling 
from anywhere.

Plus, you get to keep your current numbers 
(without having to port them yourself) and 
maintain all of the advanced calling features you 
had before.

We handle the:

• Implementation
• Direct Routing Training
• 24/7 US-Based Support

Microsoft
Calling Plans

Teams 
Direct Routing 

Microsoft offers native Calling Plans through 
which you can assign numbers to employees 
within their administration portal. You can 
port existing numbers, request new ones and 
enable a pretty quick deployment.

Sounds great, right? Sure.

BUT— there are a few challenges worth 
considering. For instance, you'll be 
responsible for:

• Porting numbers
• Training employees
• Maintaining your network

With offshore service support and no device 
support, you’re likely to end up frustrated. 
It's also worth noting that Microsoft is a 
software company at heart, and their 
network isn't optimized for voice service. 
You'll be on your own for troubleshooting 
if quality suffers.
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Let’s talk about 
Direct Routing. 
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Give Teams a Voice 
Organizations can make the most of their 
Microsoft Teams investment by adding Direct 
Routing for PSTN calling. 

Bringing together all communication and collaboration 
functions into a single platform is perhaps the best argument 
for adopting Teams. It's that same desire for efficiency that makes 
Direct Routing so enticing.

Why? Because it actually fulfills the promise of consolidation.

Whether your organization is considering making Teams a key 
part of your internal infrastructure or you've already implemented
it, make sure Direct Routing is on your list of considerations.
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Phone System

Router

Internet

Encrypted Partner
Peering

SSL Certificate

The Network Infrastructure 
of Direct Routing

1

2

3

4

5All of this infrastructure results in 
a voice connection to your Teams 
platform and any related devices. 

Traditionally your internet connection to 
a router would be located somewhere 
in your office building. Today, it’s more 
likely your home internet getting 
broadcast throughout your house. 

We provide the SIP Trunks that 
connect you to the Microsoft Phone 
System. This virtual PBX is what 
enables your end users to make 
and receive PSTN calls. 

We connect to the Microsoft Cloud 
through a unique SSL certificate 
specific to your organization. 

Our Microsoft Teams Certified SBC
lives virtually in our network. 
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Compare Pricing

* Volume Discounting Available  ** 3,000 Minutes (Inbound and Outbound, Local and Long-Distance) 
Included in $12 User Fee, Plus An Overage Fee of $0.03 Per Minute
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Explore the Economics of  
Direct Routing with TelNet Worldwide 

So let's say you have 500 users — just to make 
the math easy.

If you go with the Microsoft Calling Plan, 
you're not paying anything extra for call paths, 
telephones numbers or minutes, but you end up 
spending a ton on user licenses. $6,000 a month, 
to be exact. And let's say you need three toll free 
numbers. That's an additional $36. Your all-in 
monthly invoice comes out to $6,036!

Compare that same scenario with TelNet’s Direct 
Routing: You’ll pay $1,100 for 100 call paths, $125 
for 500 telephone numbers, $11.85 for three toll 
frees and $250 for 1,000 long-distance minutes. 
Because you’re no longer paying per user, your 
total monthly cost is $1,487.

That's $4,549 in monthly savings, or $54,588 
over the course of the year.
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What will you 
do with 
those savings?
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It’s scalable. 

It’s economical. 

It’s cloud-based. 

Whether you need one path or 10, SIP 
Trunking makes installing additional paths 
simple and easily customizable. As your 
company grows, we’ll configure new paths 
on your existing internet connection. 

Because you’re only paying for the exact 
number of concurrent calls you need, you 
don’t have to worry about overpaying for 
unused call paths. 

Stop worrying about bulky equipment 
gathering dust in that back office closet. 
With SIP Trunking and Direct Routing, your 
infrastructure is entirely cloud-based so 
there’s no additional gear to implement or 
maintain. 

What Fuels 
Direct Routing? 
Direct Routing is made possible by SIP Trunking, 
the virtual connection between our cloud and 
Microsoft’s. It’s a VoIP solution that uses session 
initiation protocol to carry voice and data over 
the internet. 

You may have heard of SIP Trunking before. But 
do you know why it’s so popular these days? 
Here are three reasons it’s such a big deal:
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All About 
SIP Trunking

A Unified Network 
Simplify your network by converging local and 

long-distance voice calls over your internet 
connection. It’s all about optimized efficiency. 

Business Continuity 
Disaster recovery is already built in so 
that calls are automatically redirected 

to another trunk group or location in the 
event of an emergency. 

Intelligent Pricing 
Stop paying for service in 23-channel 

increments like you did with PRI — configuring 
additional SIP paths is easy so you only pay for 

the number of lines you need. 

Max Functionality 
With a cloud-based solution, you 

don’t have to worry about the hassle 
of physical installation or equipment. 
New updates are easy and instant. 
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SIP Trunking 
Features & Functionality 

SIP Management Portal Call Waiting 
Allow a second caller to wait 
on the line until you’re able 

to answer the call.

CNAM 
Caller ID delivery and 

retrieval customized to your 
telephone numbers.

E911 
Automatically route your 
location information to 

emergency responders.

Call Forwarding
Forward your DID to another 

phone number or mobile device. 

Manage, route, report and 
view analytics from within 

our digital portal. 
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Why Wait? 
Stop overpaying for voice service and switching between platforms. 
It's time to bring everything together with Direct Routing.

Modern work demands more from our digital tools. And if you 
aren't taking full advantage, you're going to get left behind in the 
marketplace. Your customers and employees expect more from you.

We all want what Teams offers: a single digital location for all of 
your professional communication and collaboration needs. And it's 
achievable — with Direct Routing.

Remember, work is something you do, not somewhere you go. 
So bring your "office" wherever life takes you, and enhance your 
Teams experience today.
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Ready to Get Started?  

Determine the 
best fit. 

Depending on your business’ 
needs and budget, we’ll figure 

out the cloud solution that’s 
best for you. 

Discuss your 
business goals. 

Let’s talk about your 
organization and where your 
system is coming up short. 

Prepare for 
the future. 

With a cloud-based system, 
you can be confident that 

your communications will be 
able to handle whatever the 

future holds. 
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Get to Know 
TelNet Worldwide!  
Ineffective communication technology is a pain. 
When your tech doesn't work like you need it to, 
your productivity, security and sanity suffers.

At TelNet Worldwide, we provide simple and 
effective cloud-based communication solutions 
that are engineered to support your organization 
and guide your digital success. 

It's time to upgrade the way you communicate 
and collaborate.
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Check Out Our Website
www.telnetww.com/direct-routing-microsoft-teams

Give Us a Call
(800) 974-4800

Come Visit
31700 Research Park Drive
Madison Heights, MI 48071


